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Application is incomplete and all
requirements were not followed.

Application is complete. Most of the
instructions were followed.

Application is complete and all
instructions were followed.

Application is complete and all
instructions were followed carefully.

The concept was shared but there
was little evidence that the topic was
thought out or defined with details or
examples.

The concept was discussed briefly
but there was little to no discussion
connecting the topic to the
applicant’s future.

The concept was defined and
examples were given. Applicant
shared ideas of what the future of
humanity looks like.

The concept was well defined with
clear and impelling examples. The
future of humanity was realistic,
relevant and applicable,

Applicant shows little awareness of
how the program applied for will
meet or exceed career goal
expectations.

Applicant demonstrates some
understanding of the program applied
for and makes some loose
connections to career goals
expectations.

Applicant demonstrates that there is
good understanding about the value
of the degree program applied for
and makes some connections to
future career goals and expectations.

Applicant has a very clear
understanding of the degree program
and its value to future career goals
and expectations. Details and ideas
are given that support their
assumptions.

Applicant shows very little
awareness of how this degree will
apply to moving humanity forward in
any field of endeavor. .

Applicant provides weak examples of
how the degree applied for can
support any change or movement
within humanity’s structure. Some
ideas are not plausible.

Applicant provides some references
and examples that show how the
degree applied for can assist in
humanity’s evolution. Ideas shared
seem plausible.

Applicant has a very clear
understanding of the power of
attaining the degree applied for to
shape or assist in the evolution of
humanity. The ideas were plausible,
reasonable and/or innovative.

Multiple grammar and punctuation
errors were evident. Essay did not
feel authentic and personal and/or
evidence of plagiarism was found.

The information was organized but
was not thoroughly proofread. The
information did not feel fully
authentic

There were still some errors that
showed more proofreading was
necessary. Wording felt mostly
authentic and personal.

The application contained no errors.
Authenticity in the choice of phrases
and words was evident.

